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Muslims converted. The pastor of  the Iranian
Pentecostal church in Hamburg, Germany, Albert
Babayan, expects to baptise 600 ex-Muslim
immigrants in his church in 2016, averaging 50 per
month.  Every would-be convert has to do a 3
month course of  Bible study, Christianity, and
German, and if  at the end they do not convince the
pastor that they “really believe with all their hearts”
they have to repeat it!

SOURCE: Article in The Tablet, 12th March 2016, Page 25.

Hostilities. A Pew Research Report in 2007 found
that 20% of  governments worldwide had put in
place “high or very high level restrictions on
religion”.  This percentage increased to 27% in
2013.  Religious minorities in three-fifths, 61%, of
the world’s countries, 120 in total, suffered at least
one of: imposition of  a religious (or non-religious)
ideology, attempts to prevent worship, actual
attacks directed at persons, agencies or buildings.

SOURCE: Latest Trends in Religious Restrictions and Hostilities, Pew
Research Centre, Feb 2015, taken from www.lausanne.org/content/lga/2016-
03/.

Child friendships cross the ethnic divide, Prof
Carol Vincent of  UCL has found.   Interviewing
primary-aged children inside school showed that
three-quarters said their best friendships crossed
ethnic lines, but only a quarter crossed class
divides.  Outside school, however, friendships were
less diverse as parents tended not to encourage
friendships with families very different from their
own.  Would the same be true in churches?

SOURCE: Society Now, Spring 2016 Issue 24, Page 5.

Email hassle. A survey of  Australian ministers
found that a quarter, 24%, checked their emails
“once a day” when not at work, and almost as
many, 21%, when on holiday.  Nine-tenths, 90%, of
pastors said work kept them from spending time
they would like with their family or friends.  “Do you
feel rushed or pressed for time?”  Two-thirds, 65%,
replied “often/almost always.”  Two-fifths, 39%, had
experienced a “significant” increase in their emails
in the last 2 years.  Very likely, similar percentages
would apply to UK clergy.

SOURCE: Ministry, International Journal for Seventh-Day Adventist Pastors,
May 2016, Page 13.

English population increases. Actuaries in the
Office for National Statistics (ONS) have already
predicted that the English population would rise
from 57.0 million in 2020 to 60.4 by 2030, but now
have increased their forecast for 2030 to 61.1
million.  This is partly because of  the increasing
number of  immigrants coming to this country, and
their higher birth rate.  A million people will be over
90 by 2034.  In particular, London’s population is
expected to reach 10 million in 2018, an increase
of  almost 2 million from the 8.2 million counted in
2011.  Such increases present an increasing
challenge to UK churches.

SOURCE: ONS Population Projections; article in The Daily Telegraph, 26th
May 2016, Page 1.

Battersea HQ.  The Salesians, a Roman Catholic
Order working with young people, are rebuilding
their Battersea headquarters, by providing a parish
centre, a new school for 1,300 pupils and a
community house.  Although their numbers overall
are “shrinking” (their average age is 57), these
“three focal points represent a long-term
commitment to this part of  London.”

SOURCE: Don Bosco Today, The Salesman Bulletin, Year 124, Issue 1, Spring
2016, Page 7.

Korean Missionary slowdown. For many years,
the number of  Korean mission workers worldwide
has grown significantly, but the number serving
abroad in 2015, 20,700 in total, was only 1% above
the number in 2014, the lowest percentage
increase ever.  This “lack of  sustainability” is
because of  the stagnation in church growth in
Korea (so said 40% of  workers), and the declining
emphasis on mission work by many churches
(29%).  Such lack of  sustainability is seen as a
critical issue by 85%, and working more with local
churches the best way to overcome it (59%).  The
same is likely to be true in other countries also.

SOURCE: International Bulletin of  Mission Research, Volume 40, Issue 2, April
2016, Page 182f. 

eBooks less popular.  The total number of  books
and journals sold by UK publishers in 2015 was a
slight increase on 2014, with an increase in
physical books and a slight drop in eBoooks, as
shown in the Table.  It doesn’t seem as if  the
electronic boom is going to do away with “ordinary”
books just yet!

Item 2015 Change 
in £ bn from

2014
Annual sales of  books £4.4 bn +1.0%
and journals
of  which

Journals £1.1 bn +5.0%
Printed books £2.8 bn +0.4%
eBooks £0.55 bn -2.0%

Exports of  books/eBooks £1.4 bn -3.0%
Home sales £1.9 bn +3.0%

SOURCE: Article in The Bookseller, 13th May, 2016, Page 7.

Students seeking support.  A survey of  nearly
7,000 students at Swansea University found that
5% of  them are engaged in prostitution, pole
dancing or other sex work, with men more active in
this than women.  That is 1 in every 20 students!
Professor Tracey Sagar, who was behind the study,
said such students need mental and physical
support so that they can continue their studies.

SOURCE: Article in The Daily Telegraph, 9th June 2016.

Of the 40,300 churches in England in 2015, 6.8%
of them were in the Region of East Anglia (the
counties of Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and
Suffolk), but only 4.2% of the country’s
churchgoers were in this Region.  The reason
for this difference is that East Anglia has a large
number of rural churches, which are attended
by fewer people than churches located in urban
or suburban areas.  The relevant proportions
are shown in the Table, the figures being taken
from the 2005 Church Census:

East Anglia has the highest proportion of  rural
churches of  all the 10 Regions in England, the
nearest being the South West where 56% of
churches are in rural areas.  There are three
counties which have more rural churches pro rata
than Norfolk or Suffolk – Lincolnshire (72%),
Cornwall (71%) and North Yorkshire (70%).

Rural churches are smaller

Rural churches have the disadvantage of  smaller
congregations – an average of  39 across England
in 2005 against an overall average of  84 people.  In
East Anglia the average rural congregation was
only 19 people, half  the national average.  Rural
congregations are often made up of  a majority of
elderly people, as younger people will frequently
travel (by car) to a church where others of  their age
and marital status may be found.  In a study 30
years ago, Leslie Francis found that in one rural
Diocese, only about 1½% of  the population under
21 had any contact with the local Anglican church
(and mostly when under 14).  Ageing members are
more likely to die, so numbers decrease.  Energy 
is often less, and lay leadership is tough.  Their
minister may be shared across several
congregations. 

It is of  course very easy to paint a negative picture,
but there are rural churches which have changed.
Sometimes this is because of  creative leadership
(for example, one Essex vicar started an extra
morning non-communion service under the theme

“Give God an hour a week” with fewer hymns and
no prayer book).  In other churches increase may
come through a family or families newly moving into
a village, determined to become part of  village
community life.  Ryedale in North Yorkshire is a rural
District where the number of  new families moving
in actually caused the attendance of  the churches
to increase between 2005 and 2012.

Anglican dominance

Three-fifths, 62%, of  the churches in Norfolk were
Anglican in 2015, 53% of  churches in Suffolk, and
42% of  the churches in Cambridgeshire.  Only
Herefordshire has a higher percentage of  Anglican
churches (67%), although Somerset and
Worcestershire both have 60%.  The Church of
England (C of  E) Dioceses of  Norwich, St
Edmundsbury and Ipswich (St Eds), and Ely are not
totally coterminous with the civil boundaries of
Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire but are fairly
close.  In their latest Statistics for Mission, the C of
E show that Norwich and St Eds had the smallest
Christian population per C of  E church in 2014, with
Hereford the smallest general population per
church.

While ideally the parish system would allow at least
one minister for each parish, in practice Dioceses
have combined several parishes in an area into a
Benefice, often led by a smaller number of
ministers than one-per-parish.  The overall average
across England is that there are 2.1 churches per
benefice, but the proportion in Norwich is 3.4 and
St Eds 3.7, although the highest proportions are in
Hereford and Salisbury (3.9 each) and Gloucester
at 3.6.  Ely, by comparison, is 1.9.  This simply
means that East Anglia has fewer Anglican
ministers than elsewhere.

Do other denominations compensate for this lack?
Unfortunately, not.  The general group of  “Smaller

The annual British Social Attitudes (BSA) survey
invariably asks two questions about religion –
what is your current religion (if any), and what
was the religion in which you were brought up (if
any)?  Because BSA started in 1983, it can
assess these over time to show changes.  The
latest report for 2015 revealed that 35% of those
interviewed were brought up as Anglican, for
example, whereas 54% in 1995 indicated an
Anglican upbringing (the earliest year for which
detailed analysis was published).  The last full
analysis of how people’s religion has changed
was published in 2010 and is shown in the Table.

The final right hand column gives a respondent’s
current religion.   The Roman Catholic and Other
Christian proportions have varied very little over the
last 20 years (both within 1%, the size of  sampling
error), while the Anglican percentage has dropped
– it was 32% in 1995, 30% in 2000 and 29% in 2004
for example. 

The bottom line Total gives the religion in which a
respondent grew up (their “family” religion).  In
1995, 54% said they grew up as Anglicans, 47% in
2000, and 45% in 2004, compared with 39% in 
2010, and 35% in 2015.  This clearly suggests that
many have drifted away, although rather fewer in the 
last 5 years than the previous six.  

The interest in the Table is in the number of
changes in religious adherence.  For example, 2%
who grew up as Anglicans in 2010 are now in
another Christian denomination.  The top box of
nine cells is the “Christian” box and changes within
that are probably not of  great significance.  The
column headed “No religion” shows two groups
where those who were brought up with no religion
are now either Anglican (½%) or in another
Christian denomination (also ½%).  This suggests
remarkably few conversions – whatever else the
churches are doing they are not winning those with
no faith.  There were insufficient numbers brought
up with No Religion to join a non-Christian religion
(the fourth number down, 0, in the No Religion
column). 

A recent article in The Tablet suggested that a way
forward to see growth in Catholic numbers is to
ensure their appointed messengers (catechists)
give the correct explanation (apparently sometimes
it’s incorrect) and to follow the given guidelines
outlined in a document called the Rite of  Christian
Initiation of  Adults (RCIA) which seeks to lead
people “to a personal encounter with Jesus so that
they can make the decision to follow Him.”  Perhaps
every denomination should embrace RCIA!

The concern really is in the horizontal line labelled 
“No Religion”.  17% of  those brought up as
Anglicans now have no religion, as 4½% of  Roman
Catholics, and 10½% of  those in Other
Denominations.  As a proportion of  those brought 
up in those particular groups, the Anglicans and 

Other Denominations are the most serious since
almost half  (44%) of  these have moved entirely
away from their initial faith culture.  The issue of
transmission of  the faith is clearly highlighted by
such figures.

There are challenges here for both the family home
and the church.  How does one pass on the faith in
a family?  Daily devotions?  Reading the Bible
together?  Telling a Bible story each night as the
child goes to bed?  Attending church together?
Going to Christian events together?  Watching 
Christian videos or films?  All these are likely to be 
important but by far the most effective is the life of

the indwelling Christ in parents or parental figures.
Faith can be taught but also needs to be caught.

How does a church help keep those attending in
the faith?  A survey showed that on average
children attend Sunday School for four years.  What
are the key things the church should teach in that
time?  How best are the key “turning-off” points
handled (the move from primary to secondary
school, and the move from secondary to further
education)?  How far are the major issues of  the
day tackled (like evolution v 6-day creationism)?
Retaining adults is also important, but as many
more children leave church than adults, Sunday
School and young people’s work should be an
essential and not an optional extra.

The statistics are of  value, but are meaningless
unless they result in prayerful action. 

SOURCES: British Social Attitudes found at www.bsa.natcen.ac.uk/
media/38958/bsa28_12religion.pdf  and other places on that website;
Religious Trends No 7, Christian Research, 2008, Table 2.3.1; Stephen
Sullivant, Catholic Research Forum Reports No 1: Contemporary Catholicism;
article in The Tablet by Diana Klein, 4th June 2016, Page 4.

Continued from page 1

similar percentage of  churches reported no
baptisms at all despite the encouraging figures
about baptism from across the wider Fellowship.

Training Investment

One of  the ways FIEC is looking to grow the
Fellowship is by investing in its church members
through training.  Some 410 people were currently
receiving Bible training from an external provider,
while in-house Bible ministry training courses
were being attended by 1,520 people.  Four-fifths,
79%, of  churches had no in-house Bible training,
but this is because many churches are small and
will not have the capacity to run such training.

In conclusion, the picture emerging from the FIEC
is one of  gospel growth with more churches
affiliating to the Fellowship, more people attending
their churches and more people being baptised.
But there is no room for complacency – best
estimates suggest just 3% of  the British
population are born-again Christians and it will be
interesting to see the results of  future surveys
which will provide some like-for-like data for
analysis.

SOURCES: www.theguardian.com/world/2016/may/23/no-religion-outnumber-
christians-england-wales-study; www.fiec.org.  

Location of churches in East Anglia

Area Urban % Suburban % Rural % Base (=100%)

Cambridgeshire 23 25 52 675

Norfolk 11 21 68 1,064

Suffolk 8 25 67 874

Regional Total 13 24 63 2,613

England 19 40 41 37,501

Rural Churches in East AngliaCH A N G I N G  YO U R  R E L I G I O N

Religious upbringing in and current religion, 2010

Family C of E/ Roman Other Non- No All in All in
Anglican Catholic Christian Christian Religion 2010 2015

Religion
C of  E/Anglican 19 ½ 1 0 ½ 21 20

Roman Catholic ½ 8½ 0 0 0 9 8½

Other Christian 2 ½ 12 0 ½ 15 16

Non-Christian Religion ½ 0 0 4 0 4½ 7½

No religion 17 4½ 10½ ½ 18 50½ 48

Total 39 14 23½ 4½ 19 100 100

A summary by continent of the figures given in the book is as follows:

Continent Actual % of % who are % of % of population who Mission Workers % of 
popul- global Christian global who are evangelical global 
ation, popul (WCD) Christian mission

in millions -ation Christian popul- workers
ation received

WCD OW Number Number

sent received

Asia 4,165 60.2% 8% 15.1% 1.3% 3.5% 34,000 58,100 13.9%
Africa 1,031 14.9% 48% 21.9% 11.0% 17.7% 17,400 90,200 21.5%
Latin America 596 8.6% 92% 24.2% 8.0% 16.4% 41,600 108,000 25.7%

Europe 740 10.7% 78% 25.6% 3.1% 2.5% 186,000 106,000 25.3%
North America 347 5.0% 79% 12.0% 15.4% 27.2% 132,000 41,400 9.9%
Oceania 37 0.6% 75% 1.2% 14.7% 17.4% 8,500 15,700 3.7%

WORLD 6,916 100% 33% 100% 4.3% 7.9% 419,500 419,400 100%

World
Evangelicals

A new book, Evangelicals around the World, has
recently been published, edited by Dr Brian
Stiller, Global Ambassador for the World
Evangelical Alliance, Dr Todd Johnson, editor of
the World Christian Database (WCD) and
others.  It is a heavy book (weighs over a kilo!)
and is in two parts.

The first part gives 30 essays on evangelical
mission, history and contemporary action.  So there
are 4 or 6 page essays on Evangelicals and ...
Science, the Lausanne Movement, Ecumenism,
Prayer, Religious Liberty, Politics, the Arts, Bible
Translation, Environmental Stewardship and Social
Justice, for example.

The second half  gives statistics for every country
in each of  the 6 continents showing the number of
Christians in the population in 2010, and then the
number of  evangelicals either as estimated by the
WCD or as given in the latest edition of  Operation
World (OW), with a commentary on each Region,
somewhat similar to OW, with a list of  items for
further reading. 

The method of  counting between these two
sources is explained.  WCD takes 100% of  all
members of  those denominations deemed as
evangelical, plus a varying percentage of
members in denominations not deemed totally
evangelical, plus unattached (or unaffiliated)
evangelicals.   OW tends to use an assessment of
those deemed to be evangelical, derived by
theological descriptors, including those who may
not call themselves evangelical.  The two methods
give radically different numbers for the number of
evangelicals worldwide.  WCD estimates a total of
300 million, OW 550 million.  Mostly the OW figure
is greater than WCD, but not always. 

It will be a surprise to most readers, for example,
that WCD gives the number of  evangelicals in the
UK as 12 million (19% of  the population, and 27%
of  all Christians) while OW gives the figure as 5.5
million (9% of  the population and 12% of  all
Christians).  In the 2005 English Church Census the
percentage of  evangelicals in the population was
2.5%, and the UK figure probably will not be much
different.  The OW percentage includes estimates
for evangelicals who no longer attend church or are
unable to do so for health or other reasons. 

It may be seen Africa, Latin America and Europe
account for three-quarters of  the world’s Christians,
in broadly equal numbers, but with different
churchmanships as evidenced by the different
percentages which are evangelical, especially on
WCD figures. 

A similar problem with numbers occurs when
discussing the number of  Pentecostals in the
world.  WCD suggests there are 612 million, 9% of
the world’s population, including classic
Pentecostals, Charismatics (some of  whom are
Catholic) and “Neocharismatics”, some two-thirds
of  the total and mostly in the independent
churches.  Why does Pentecostalism grow?  The
movement is based on volunteers, with constant
multiplication of  centres, and a primary emphasis
on evangelism.

This is a book sponsored by a number of  Canadian
organisations, and is very much North American
centred.  It may be useful for those wanting an
overview of  evangelical beliefs and concerns today,
and for those who do not have the figures in other
places.  It is subtitled “A Global Handbook for the
21st Century.”  Published by Thomas Nelson, ISBN
978-1-4016-7853-1 and retails at $34.99.

SNOWFLAKES
Denominations” (of  which the Salvation Army is the
largest), which form 11% of  the churches in
England, comprise 8% of  Norfolk churches,
although 11% of  Suffolk churches (and 16% in
Cambridgeshire).  Pentecostal churches are 10%
of  England’s churches, but are just 2% in Norfolk,
3% in Suffolk and 4% in Cambridgeshire.  
Independent churches are 7% overall in England
and are 7% of  Norfolk’s churches, 9% of  Suffolk’s
and 6% in Cambridgeshire.  New Churches are 6%
of  the country’s total but just 4% in Norfolk and 2%
in Suffolk but 8% in Cambridgeshire.  So, in broad
terms, the energy in starting new church plants is,
on the whole, lacking in Norfolk and Suffolk, making
church life in general a question of  survival rather
than growth, though, of  course, there are
exceptions, such as, for example, a number of
“Messy Churches” which have started.  These
mostly reach families and young people.

The challenge of  rural life

Farming, the main occupation of  rural areas, is a 7
day occupation each week, making it difficult for
farming families to attend church activities any day
of  the week.  Employed rural dwellers often
commute to cities or even London to go to church.

There is also the challenge of  churchmanship.  40%
of  English churches are Evangelical, but only 32%
of  Norfolk’s churches, 38% of  Suffolk’s and 36% in
Cambridgeshire.  As Evangelical churches usually
have larger congregations than others, 39% of
Norfolk’s churchgoers are Evangelical, as are 47%
of  Suffolk’s and 50% of  those in Cambridgeshire.
A quarter of  Norfolk’s churches are Broad/Liberal
(the same as the national average), 29% of  Suffolk’s
and 27% of  those in Cambridgeshire. The Catholic
proportion in all three counties is the same or below
the national average of  20%.  A fifth, 22%, of
Norfolk’s churches describe themselves as Low
Church, 9% of  those in Suffolk and 11% of  those
in Cambridgeshire, against an overall 11% for
England.

What then can the churches in Norfolk and Suffolk
do?  A number of  events have been started by
retired ministers and others, which cater for people
beyond the formal church groups, such as the
Men’s Breakfasts held in Kings Lynn.  New Wine
hosted a “Worship School” in Norwich in 2015.
Norwich has a very vigorous church news email
system by Keith Morris which sends out details
every week (ask for it at keith.morris@
networknorwich.co.uk).  The University of  East
Anglia has a very active Christian Union.  There is
a Christian Conference Centre just outside Norwich
attracting thousands of  guests every year.   The
Royal Norfolk show is held at Costessey, Norwich
every June in which churches participate.  The
Westminster Theological Centre has an active hub
based in a Norwich church under Freddy Hedley.

Others merge meetings between the different
denominations.  Some years ago when there were
insufficient young people in one church in Selby,
North Yorkshire, six churches combined their youth
to form one larger group, meeting each week in one
of  these six churches.  It worked and the 
“gang” grew.

It would be wrong to suggest there is limited
witness in East Anglia.  There is much activity, but
not all of  this sees people joining the more
traditional churches.

SOURCES: UK Church Statistics, 2010-2020, ADBC Publishers; Religious
Trends Nos 2 and 6, 2000 and 2006, Christian Research; Statistics for Mission
2014, Research and Statistics Dept., Archbishops’ Council; Rural Anglicanism:
A future for young Christians? Leslie Francis, Collins, 1985.

The Church in Thailand

“Every week more than 300 church members
are added and 3 or 4 new churches are started,”
according to the introduction of the latest set of
Thai church statistics.  A Thai church “consists
of 3 or more people who come together to
worship God on a regular basis; it is not a cell
group of a church.”  Numbers have been
growing since 2007 when collectively there were
just under 300,000 Thai church members to
almost 450,000 in 2015, about 0.7% of the
population, or one in every 1,400. This is an
average annual growth rate of 2.7%, a high
percentage.

Two-thirds, 70%, of  new church members have
been led to Christ by an existing church member.
Many languages are spoken in Thai churches.
Three-fifths, 58%, speak Thai, a fifth, 18%, speak
Karen, and the remaining quarter, 24%, speak other
tongues, the largest being Lahu with 8%.

A breakdown by size of  church is shown in the
Table, where the average size of  a church is
estimated.  It shows that half, 50%, of  the churches
in Thailand have fewer than 50 members, but the
total of  these members accounts for only 15% of
total membership.  Almost two-thirds of  members,
63%, are in churches of  100 or more, showing the
strategic importance of  these churches and
especially the very large churches, where 1% of
churches draw 10% of  members.  A similar kind of
skewed percentage ranking can be seen in UK
churches also.

There are four main groups of  churches in Thailand
– Church of  Christ Thailand with 1,700 churches
and 200,000 members, the Evangelical Fellowship
of  Thailand with 2,700 churches and 200,000
members, Independent churches which total 600
with a combined membership of  35,000, and the
Thailand Baptist Convention with 160 churches and
almost 14,000 members.  The oldest church is in
Bangkok, built in 1837.

There are 76 Provinces (or Changwat) in Thailand.
Fifteen of  these have seen church growth of  at least
2% since 2007, a further 16 a growth of  between
0.5 and 1.5%, and the remaining 45 smaller growth
still.  The largest Province to grow is Chiang Mai
where growth has been 30%.  The need of  the
areas with few believers is a challenge to both Thai
Christians and those from other lands.

Church planting is clearly a mechanism which has
allowed the Thai church to grow (as elsewhere
also) and starting a church plant does not diminish
the “mother” church as experience shows that both
tend to grow.   New churches can be started by lay
people, not just pastors (something the “Messy
Church” in the UK has also found), and newest
churches tend to grow the fastest.

SOURCE: Diverse Perspectives on the Protestant Church in Thailand, Dwight
Martin, eStar Foundation, 2016, via Alan Ellard.

Thai churches by size and number 
of members, Feb 2016

Size of Number % of all Assumed Number % of all
church this size churches average size of members members

Under 10 381 7 8 3,050 1
10 to 49 2,219 43 28 62,130 14
50 to 99 1,412 27 70 98,840 22
100 to 199 688 13 150 103,200 23
200 to 499 447 9 300 134,100 30
500 or over 76 1 600 45,600 10
TOTAL 5,223 100 86 446,920 100 
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SNIPPETS
1) From a 2014 study of
40,000 households, Relate
estimates there are 2.9 million
people in “distressed”
relationships, with 9.2%
considering divorce or
separation, higher than 7.8%
in 2013, thought to be due 
to better economic
circumstances.

2) Two-thirds of  15 and 16
year-olds have viewed
pornography, often coming
upon it by accident through
pop-up adverts at home, 
many saying they were
“shocked” at it.

3) Almost half, 49%, of
overseas-aid charities are
faith-based, 45% of  human-
rights ones, and 39% of  anti-
poverty charities.  Two-thirds,
64%, of  faith-based charities
(27,500) are Christian.  These
faith-based charities raised
£16.3 billion in 2015, £13
billion coming from just 1,700
organisations.

4) Five-sixths, 84%, of  those
over 60 now were married
before they were 30,
compared with only 57% of
those aged 30 or under.
Nearly three-fifths, 57%, of
those interviewed believe that
those under 30 are less likely
to achieve a stable and 
happy married life than 
older people did.

5) In a survey of  1,800
churchgoers, just over two-
fifths, 44%, said the average
sermon was between 10 and
20 minutes long, and 15% of
them lasted over 30 minutes.

6) Gamers are not just people
who have discovered a more
compelling lifestyle in the
avatar world – “it’s the sense
that the game offers them
purpose.”

7) Research classified retirees
into (a) Marties, opting to live
in market towns, (b) Diamond
Days, jet-setting urbanites, (c)
Senior Security, financially
comfortable but risk averse,
and (d) Vintage Value who are
among the least well-off.

SOURCES: 1) Article in The Daily
Telegraph, 25th May 2016; 2) Survey
by NSPCC, reported in The Daily
Telegraph 15th June 2016; 3) Faith
Matters report, New Philanthropy
Capital, details given in the Church
Times 17th June, 2016; 4) Idea
magazine, July/August 2016, Page
14; 5) Christian Research survey
reported in the Church of  England
Newspaper, 20th May, 2016, Page 3;
6) Jane McGonigal in her book Reality
is Broken, per report in Christianity,
August 2014, Page 15; 7)
Report in The Daily Telegraph,
9th May, 2016, Page 8.

GROWTH IN FIEC CHURCHES
Phil Topham, Head of Communication

Continued on page 4

There’s no doubt that church attendance in Britain is in
decline.  All the statistics point to it and even as recently
as May 2016 there was an article in the Guardian
newspaper claiming that for the first time those identifying
as “no religion” outnumbered those identifying as
“Christian” in England and Wales.  However, The
Fellowship of Independent Evangelical Churches (FIEC) is
reporting a rather different set of statistics.

Between 2014 and 2015 a data survey was undertaken of  its
affiliated churches, more than 500 in total, which showed an
increase in attendance and membership compared to a similar
survey carried out in 2003.  It should be noted that more
churches belong to FIEC today than 12 years ago, but even
so, this is not a story of  decline.

In fact, FIEC’s data shows an average of  800 baptisms in
affiliated churches over a 12 month period in the past year.  As
most FIEC churches practise believers’ baptism, this illustrates
that people are becoming Christians, and want to make this
public declaration of  their faith. The survey carried out in 2003
showed 3,470 baptisms over a five year period – an average
of  694 per year.

More People Attending

The statistics also show a regular worshipping community in
FIEC churches of  46,000 people.  Of  that total, around three-
fifths, 59%, are church members (27,000).  The average
membership is 53, an increase from 47 in 2003.

There are a number of  larger churches affiliated to FIEC.
Churches with a membership of  100 or more total 61, with 13
having a membership of  more than 250.  This is an increase
from 2003 where there were 39 churches with a membership
of  100 or more and 9 with a membership of  more than 250.

Size of FIEC churches, 2003 and 2015

While it appears that many churches in established
denominations have more members than attenders, the
opposite is true in FIEC churches which see more people
attending than there are in membership.  “Regular attenders”
in the survey are those who attend church at least once a
month which is where the 46,000 figure comes from.  FIEC
also asked its churches to take a snapshot figure of  a typical
Sunday morning which showed an attendance of  almost
39,000, up from 35,000 in 2003. Taking into account the 27,000
in church membership, this suggests that although churches
are seeing more people, they are attending less often and
seem less likely to commit to membership.

When the survey was carried out, 515 churches were affiliated
to FIEC.  Five in every six churches, 83%, responded and the
figures were extrapolated to reveal the final statistics.

Outreach Work

Among the questions asked in the survey was one about the
number of  people outside the church being reached by the
regular activities of  the church.  This might include a parent
and toddler group or an evangelistic coffee morning, for
example.  The figures show that FIEC churches are reaching
almost 40,000 people on average each week, which equates
to around two million people every year. Of  course, this will
include substantial double-counting.

There was also interesting data with regards to the ethnic
make-up of  FIEC’s churches.  On average, 13% of  the adult
attenders are from Black and Minority Ethnic (BME)
backgrounds which is close to the national average of  the
British population, recorded as 14% in the 2011 census.

The Evangelical Free Church of  America (EFCA) defines a
multi-ethnic church as one comprising at least 20% of  non-
white ethnicity.  On this basis, one in six (16%) of  FIEC
churches are multi-ethnic with some four in ten (40%) of  these
churches in London.  FIEC churches also have 380 non-white
leaders, although 34% of  churches reported no non-white
ethnicities in their congregations.

Some Challenges

While the data shows a movement of  churches experiencing
some growth, there are still potential difficulties for FIEC to
overcome.  For example, there has been a decline in the
number of  children and young people attending FIEC
churches.  Although the survey did not ask probing questions
about youth and children’s attendance at church, the figures
would suggest that the ratio of  children to adults has fallen in
the last 25 years, down from around one third in 1989 to one
fifth in 2014/15.   In addition, the data showed that 13% of
churches have no children attending Sunday services at all
(but this is far fewer than the 39% of  churches generally).

At the other end of  the age spectrum, those over the age of
75 are over-represented in FIEC churches.  Around one in
seven members (13%) are in this age bracket against a
national average in this age group of  between 8 and 9%.  A
quarter of  the responding churches reported that one quarter
(25%) of  their average attenders was aged over 75.  However,
13% of  churches have fewer than one in twenty (5%) of  people
in this age bracket.

The survey asked some specific questions about the way FIEC
churches use their Sundays and this has also provided some
interesting results.  The data showed a drop in the number of
churches that have an evening service, down from 90% in
2003 to 77% in 2015.

Overall, a significant proportion of  FIEC’s churches are small,
with over half, 53%, reporting a membership of  25 or fewer.
The majority of  these churches have seen their membership
stay static or have reported some decline since 2006.  A

REFLECTIONS
He knew God was concerned with national identities, but
he still didn’t understand what was happening.  Why did
He take no action on blatant wickedness?  Why adopt
such strange methods for achieving His purposes?  He
prayed with global concern, conscious God was
misunderstood by careless religious people as well as
secular citizens.  Even he himself, a prophet, still didn’t
follow the logic of  events.  He could have been praying
in the 21st century, but in fact he lived in the sixth 
century BC when mighty empires ruthlessly crushed
small nations.

He decided to go outside to a prominent place and
watch for God’s answer.  The Lord told Habakkuk to write
down what he saw on tablets, and we can read what He
said today.  God was indeed against the wicked nations,
and was in the process of  punishing them for their mis-
deeds.  Habakkuk listed five areas of  grave evil which
were causing God to act.

Some nations of  Habakkuk’s day, especially the
Babylonians (who conquered Nineveh in 612 BC), were
using their position of  power to exploit others unfairly.  In
their domination they were stealing what belonged to
others, plundering needlessly and were unconcerned if
bloodshed and violence were involved in the process
(Hab 2:6).  They were indifferent to the suffering they
caused.

They were out to gain glory for themselves, exulting in
their triumphal victories so that others would fear them
and refrain from attacking them (2:9).  They wanted to be
safe in this world, but instead they were forfeiting their
lives eternally through their injustice.  “What does it profit
to gain the whole world and lose your own soul?” was a
consideration they never addressed.

These leaders were looking to satisfy their own exalted
ambition of  control, building yet another reckless Tower
of  Babel, but basing their work on evil actions (2:12).
Their work would be consumed in flames.  God does not
stomach rivalry, as the earth will be filled with the
knowledge of  the glory of  the Lord, not just fallen bricks
from fruitless labours aiming at grandeur. 

If  these were external characteristics leading to pointless
actions, there were also inner attitudes pointing to
catastrophe.  One of  these was widespread wickedness
(2:15), resulting in drunkenness, drug-taking and the like,
leading deliberately to pornographic nakedness and
exploitation.  Perhaps, as today, many of  their celebrities
had secret mistresses, and like today’s exposures, history
shows that many of  these involved young people taken
in by false messages.

There was also wilful self-deception when leaders
deliberately justified to themselves their evil paths (2:19).
In Habakkuk’s day it was making useless idols and
asking these to teach others!  Being gold-plated wouldn’t
make any difference.  God is in His temple, and the world
should keep silence before Him.

The outcome for Habukkuk was a fresh realisation of
God’s sovereignty: His omniscience, His omnipotence
and His total control of  events over time.  Perhaps the
national leaders of  our country and many other nations
today need a similar confrontation of  what they are doing
in the light of  eternity and their accountability to God, the
ultimate Judge of  all the nations.

YES, I have NO Religion
Those with No Religion, usually referred to simply as Nones, now outnumber Christians in the UK
according to the latest British Social Attitudes (BSA) survey.  That may be true from interviewees for
the BSA survey (over 3,300 people, so a substantial number) but the definitions used for both groups
need further consideration.  The findings were widely reported, with many articles in the press.

“Christian” is one of  the options given to the question, “Do you regard yourself  as belonging to any
particular religion?” and sits alongside possible answers like Muslim, Buddhist, No Religion, etc.  but these
are not given as alternatives.  The respondent is not prompted to answer anything specific in any way.  It
is therefore slightly different from the question, “What is your religion?” asked in the population census with
a list of  8 options of  which Christian and No Religion are two. 

Not every respondent answers the questions asked.  In the BSA survey most, 99%, do because they are
asked in a personal interview.  In the population Census, the religion question is optional and in 2011 7%
did not give an answer.  The BSA figures are not as reliable as the Census answers since they are subject
to some statistical fluctuation even from a relatively large sample.  A percentage of  50% for example in a
BSA answer could be incorrect by almost 2%.

In 2015 the BSA results showed that the total answering for a specific Christian denomination totalled less
than the number saying they had No Religion, although as the graph shows this was not actually the first
time it had happened, but the previous occasions in 2009 and 2010 did not attract such attention in the
media.

Answers to question on religion in BSA surveys, 1985-2014

However, this is not the full picture.  When someone says they have No Religion, this is often interpreted as
meaning they have no religious belief, or no belief  about God or a life force or similar, but this is not correct.
Prof  Linda Woodhead did a series of  surveys in 2013, when she was holding the Westminster Faith Debates
in London, asking YouGov for a series of  polls of  the public some of  which explored religious ideas, as
well as asking for a person’s religion.  She also found that those with No Religion outnumbered those saying
they were Christian, especially among those under 40.  Those 50 or over were more Christian, while those
in their 40s were about level-pegging.  “No Religion is the norm,” she concluded.

She explained that most Nones are not atheists; they don’t decisively reject God but what they reject is an
identification with “religion” or with a particular religion.  One in six, 16%, of  them said they believed in
God, and a quarter, 23%, say they are influenced by religion.  2% said they went to church, or read the
Bible, and 3% of  them prayed, but they were more likely to meditate or take time to still the mind (18%).
They are more liberal in terms of  personal morality than the rest of  the population (so are much more likely
to affirm gay marriage, for example).  They are also much more likely to support assisted suicide (81% for,
9% against, 10% don’t know).

However, only half, 47%, of  those who described themselves as belonging to a religion (not just Christian)
said they were religious or spiritual.  Linda Woodhead also found that:

• Non-attenders: 44% believe in a soul, 35% in God or higher power, but they don’t ever attend church
• Atheists: 23% believe in a soul
• Non-religious: 34% believe in life after death, 10% God designed the world.
• Christians: only 54% believe in a personal God, and just 10% go to church at least once a year

So this also is a very heterogeneous grouping and reflects a very vibrant secularism.  Some of  those with
No Religion, about one in eight, 13%, are openly hostile to religion, saying that the Church of  England and
Roman Catholic Church are “a negative force in society”.  This group represents 5% of  the population,
and is almost twice as likely to be male rather than female (62% to 38%). 

What are the reasons for the growth in those of  No Religion, as it is quite a distinctive social shift in society?
Partly it is because support for the established churches especially (in both England and Scotland) is
waning, with more older folk dying than new people joining.  No Religion becomes the new establishment.
Whereas immigrants mitigate the decline in church attendance to some extent (particularly in the Roman
Catholic Church), such figures have little relevance to the growth of  the “No Religion” faction.

Those with No Religion are fast growing in America and other parts of  the Western World also.  The latest
Pew Research Center study finds that “White evangelical Protestants are as supportive of  Republican
presidential candidate Donald Trump as they were of  GOP nominee Mitt Romney at a comparable point
in the 2012 campaign. And Hillary Clinton is receiving a similar level of  support from religiously unaffiliated
voters [= those of  No Religion] as that of  Barack Obama four years ago.”

The author of  the article about the BSA survey in The Daily Telegraph, Tim Stanley, asked if, as a
consequence, British Christianity was in terminal decline.  He argued that it wasn’t, but that it was merely
“sleeping”.

Christianity was like Tesco, he said, it had to advertise to get sales.  “At the centre of  the faith is the truth
that Jesus died and rose from death ... The power of  the Good News is so great that it cannot fail to win
converts.  Time to share it.”  Dr Andrew Athelstone of  Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, wrote that the churches 
which attract most young people are “those that take evangelism and discipleship seriously.”

SOURCES: University of  Lancaster and Westminster Faith Debate, Prof  Linda Woodhead, YouGov poll, April 2015; Theos think-tank surveys; Pew Research
Center Press Release 14th July, 2016; British Social Attitudes survey 2016; article in The Daily Telegraph, 29th May 2016; articles in The Tablet, 28th May, Page
30, 23rd and 30th January, 2016, Pages 28 an 9 respectively; Sunday Times, 17th January, 2016; And then there were Nones, film review booklet by Drs Jerry
and Christie Jo Johnston, www.jerryjohnston.com.   

RETIRED CLERGY
The Church of England publishes many details of its workforce in terms of stipendiary and self-
supporting clergy as well as chaplains and others serving in a variety of non-parochial
appointments.  It also includes details of retired clergy, or at least, those given Permission or who
are Licensed To Officiate (PTO or LTO) in local churches, usually near where they are now living.
About four-fifths, 80%, of retired clergy are in the Anglican PTO/LTO category.  It would appear that
there are some parts of the UK where retired clergy live in greater proportions than elsewhere.

Retirement hot-spots for older people in Britain generally are, in order, the South West, Wales and East
Anglia.  It is not known whether clergy follow the general population but it is likely.  One Diocesan Bishop
in one of  these areas was once heard to ask, “How can I control all the retired clergy in my Diocese?”!

The method of  counting active retired clergy has varied over the years but the general trend is clear from
the diagram in which serving stipendiary clergy are also shown (their numbers excluding the senior clergy).

Active retired clergy and stipendiary Anglican clergy, excluding senior clergy

The number of  active retired Anglican clergy increased significantly between 2007 and 2012 but has not
risen greatly since then, while the number of  stipendiary clergy has dropped fairly uniformly.

In 2012, almost a quarter of  parochial clergy, 23%, were aged 60 or over.  By 2017, many of  these 1,700
will have retired, and assuming that some 80% continue active in retirement, that would mean the number
of  active retired clergy could again increase quite dramatically, possibly pushing the  overall total number
towards 7,500 – as many, if  not more, than the number of  stipendiaries!

What do retired clergy do?  They are frequently asked to preach, but are used perhaps essentially as “gap-
fillers”.   But they have many years of  practical parochial experience and could be used as advisers or
consultants to parishes, as Bishop Gavin Reid once suggested.  In at least one church this was actually
specifically proposed but not implemented as such was seen as a possible threat to the existing incumbent.

When ministers retire they invariably move house.  Anglicans then find themselves in another incumbent’s
parish.  This can be akin to living in no-man's-land. Having lost their position in the community they find
themselves often to be a sort of  nonentity.  Their years of  experience may be set aside.  Unfortunately
incumbents can feel threatened by the retired and for that reason the incumbent may not take the retired
into personal confidence for advice or prayer.  Further, the retired may not be invited to join advisory or
strategy groups which again may be perceived as threatening to the incumbent. 

On the other hand, an incumbent may feel, either correctly or incorrectly, that any retired clergy in his/her
“patch” may genuinely want to be free from the stresses and pressures of  parochial life and to be able to
enjoy their leisure, hobbies, etc.  Or the retiree may fear “cramping the style” of  the local incumbent or
may be of  different churchmanship.  The net result is a loss to the church and can leave the retired isolated
and under-employed.

However, the number of  stipendiary Anglican clergy is diminishing quite rapidly – the number of  full-time
parochial clergy has diminished 18% in the last 10 years and the number of  ordinations, while increasing
slightly, is not sufficient to offset this loss.  So should retired clergy be used more creatively, if  they are
willing to be of  service?  In the general secular workplace more and more people are carrying on working
past 65 with employers finding their experience useful and essential.  In the Roman Catholic church, priests
do not retire until they are 75 – should the age of  Anglican retirements be extended?

It might be argued that more lay people should be allowed to minister, but the Church of  England already
allows many lay people to serve in different capacities – there were 6,200 licensed lay readers, for example,
in 2015.  But the majority of  retired clergy will have been professionally trained and thus theoretically could
take on roles for which lay people may not be suitable.  This is an urgent issue since leaderless churches
can easily fall apart.  On the other hand, the church needs to avoid the impression that it is run by a large
number of  elderly retirees and is therefore less attractive to young people.

SOURCES: Ministry Statistics, Research and Statistics Dept., Archbishops’ Council; Crockford’s Clerical Directory; email from a retired Anglican minister.   

UK Births
Since the worldwide financial crisis of 2008, an
interesting phenomenon has occurred in
several countries – the birth rate has dropped
quite significantly.  This is especially so in the
United States where the general fertility rate was
2.1 (replacement level) in 2008, and is now 1.85.
In Australia it has dropped from 2.0 to 1.8.  In
Norway it has gone from 2.0 in 2008 to 1.7.  In
Britain it has gone from 1.9 to 1.8, but in France
it has remained the same at 2.0 and in Germany
it has risen from 1.4 to 1.5.

However, the financial crisis (and the problems of
jobs and money for bringing up children) isn’t the
complete reason why fewer people had children.
Norway and Australia were largely unscathed by
the crisis. 

In the post WWII years many countries experienced
a baby boom (newborns as the Office for National
Statistics now prefers to call them).  This repeated
itself  for two or three years either side of  the year
1970 as those born 20 to 25 years earlier began
families of  their own.  In turn, again after 20 or 25
years, there was a further mini-boom around the
year 1990.  This is reflected for the UK in the chart.

The numbers being born in Britain have increased
since 2002, even if  the fertility rate has fallen.  That
simply means that fewer women are having babies
while more babies are being born – because of  the
increase in the population largely through
immigration.

Number of births, by country, UK, 1970-2015

The rate of  having babies may be less but with
relatively larger numbers of  women of  child-
bearing age coming into the UK the number
actually being born became larger.  There is
probably another factor, seen in the fact that the
fertility rate among women in the 20s stopped
falling in the last few years.  It had fallen because
many couples began cohabiting in their 20s, but
didn’t start families.  However, that “taboo” (if  it ever
existed) has now passed, and cohabiting couples
seem to be starting families at much the same
stage as married couples do.  About a third of  all
marriages take place to women in their 20s, and
about a quarter of  those cohabiting are women in
their 20s.

The immigration numbers particularly affect
England as relatively small numbers live in other
parts of  the UK.  In terms of  newborns, 89% of  the
UK’s total are born in England and Wales and, on
average, 8% in Scotland and 3% in N Ireland.

What, if  anything, does this mean for the church?
Social factors are likely to be more important than
financial factors in having children.  Fewer
weddings are taking place in churches, and the
number of  marriages is probably set to decline over
the next 5 or 10 years.

SOURCES:Web site of  Office for National Statistics; article in The Economist,
30th April, 2016 Page 59.
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